Assignment 1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Who is the author of the film "Citizen Kane"?
   - Orson Welles
   - Frank Capra
   - Alfred Hitchcock
   - All of the above
   - [No answer provided]
   
2. Which letter is the highest in the English alphabet?
   - Y
   - X
   - Z
   - W
   - [No answer provided]
   
3. What is the theme of the film "The Godfather"?
   - Crime
   - Love
   - War
   - Religion
   - [No answer provided]
   
4. Describe the setting of the film "Casablanca".
   - Desert
   - City
   - Mountain
   - Rural
   - [No answer provided]
   
5. The film "2001: A Space Odyssey" is an example of which narrative structure?
   - Linear
   - Circular
   - Character
   - Myth
   - [No answer provided]
   
6. The film "Schindler's List" is an example of which genre?
   - War
   - Drama
   - Action
   - Romance
   - [No answer provided]
   
7. Which film is not directed by Ingmar Bergman?
   - "The Seventh Seal"
   - "Wild Strawberries"
   - "Fanny and Alexander"
   - "Cries and Whispers"
   - [No answer provided]
   
8. Name the director of the film "The Shawshank Redemption".
   - Martin Scorsese
   - Steven Spielberg
   - Frank Darabont
   - [No answer provided]
   
9. Which of the following is not a type of film genre?
   - Comedy
   - Drama
   - Action
   - Documentary
   - [No answer provided]
   
10. Which of the following is not a type of film style?
    - Black and White
    - Color
    - 3D
    - Anamorphic
    - [No answer provided]
    
11. Which of the following is not a type of film structure?
    - Narrative
    - Linear
    - Circular
    - Mythic
    - [No answer provided]
    
12. Which of the following is not a type of film production?
    - Independent
    - Studio
    - Docudrama
    - Blockbuster
    - [No answer provided]
    
13. Which of the following is not a type of film distribution?
    - Digital
    - Physical
    - Streaming
    - Cable
    - [No answer provided]
    
14. Which of the following is not a type of film exhibition?
    - Drive-in
    - Drive-thru
    - Digital
    - Imax
    - [No answer provided]
    
15. Which of the following is not a type of film criticism?
    - Auteur
    - Formalist
    - Marxist
    - Structuralist
    - [No answer provided]
    
16. Which of the following is not a type of film theory?
    - Deconstructive
    - Psychoanalytic
    - Formalist
    - Marxist
    - [No answer provided]